Quotations
Reflecting Reverence
I swear the earth shall surely be complete to him or her who shall be complete,
The earth remains jagged and broken only to him or her who remains jagged and
broken.
I swear there is no greatness or power that does not emulate those of the earth,
There can be no theory of any account unless it corroborate the theory of the earth,
No politics, song, religion, behavior, or what not, is of account, unless it compare with
the amplitude of the earth.
Unless it face the exactness, vitality, impartiality, rectitude of the earth.
Walt Whitman
from "A Song of the Rolling Earth"
Most of our difficulty with the earth lies in the effort to do what perhaps ought not to
be done . . .
Liberty Hyde Bailey
The Holy Earth, 1915
Courtesy is near to propriety. Economy is near to humanity. Good faith is near to the
truth of things. If these virtues are practiced with respect and humility, one may fall
into errors, but they will not be very great.
Kung Fu Tse (Confucius)
We need another and a wiser and perhaps a more mystical concept of animals.
Remote from universal nature, and living by complicated artifice, man in civilization
surveys the creature through the glass of his knowledge and sees thereby a feather
magnified and the whole image in distortion. We patronize them for their
incompleteness, for their tragic fate of having taken form so far below ourselves. And
therein we err, and greatly err. For the animal shall not be measured by man. In a
world older and more complete than ours they move finished and complete, gifted with
extensions of the senses we have lost or never attained, living by voices we shall never
hear. They are not brethren, they are not underlings; they are other nations, caught
with ourselves in the net of life and time, fellow prisoners of the splendour and travail
of earth.
Henry Beston
The Outermost House, 1928
. . .So plant your garden and decorate your own soul
instead of waiting for someone to bring you flowers
And you learn that you really can endure
and that you really are strong,
and you really do have worth
and you learn, and you learn,
With each new day you learn . . .
S. Zinkus

. . .Courtesy is one of the properties of God, who of His courtesy, gives His sun and rain
to the just and the unjust: and courtesy is the sister of charity by which hatred is
extinguished and love is cherished.
Saint Francis
Man has a belief in seen and unseen nature. He is both pragmatist and mystic . . . I
shall want to look at this world from both the empirical point of view and from one
which also takes into account that sense of awe and marvel which is part of man's
primitive heritage, and without which man would not be man.
Loren Eiseley
The Firmament of Time, 1968
Do a psychoanalysis of Nature: it is the flesh, the mother.
Maurice Merleau-Ponty
The Visible and the Invisible, 1968
One may say "The eternal mystery of the world is its comprehensibility."
Albert Einstein
We have to remember that what we observe is not nature in itself but nature exposed
to our method of questioning.
Heisenberg
The only true voyage would be not to travel through a hundred different lands with
the same pair of eyes, but to see the same land through a hundred different pairs of
eyes.
Proust
As long as you derive inner help and comfort from anything, you should keep it. If you
were to give it up in a mood of self-sacrifice or out of a stern sense of duty, you would
continue to want it back, and that unsatisfied want would make trouble for you. Only
give up a thing when you want some other condition so much that the thing no longer
has any attraction for you, or when it seems to interfere with that which is more
greatly desired.
Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi

Nobility of purpose must be backed by nobility of self
Emmanuel

There comes a time when an individual becomes irresistible and his action becomes
all-pervasive in its effect. This comes when he reduces himself to zero.
Gandhi
This is the true joy in life: the being used for a purpose recognized by yourself as a
might one, the being thoroughly worn out before you're thrown on the scrap heap; the
being a force of nature instead of a feverish little clod of ailments and grievances
complaining that the world will not devote itself to making you happy.
George Bernard Shaw
One cannot do great things in life. One can only do small things with great love.
Mother Theresa

